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Barry Sheene is arguably the greatest British motorcycle racing rider of all time. A chancer, lovable rogue and the leading sports
star of his era, adored by the public and press alike, he won two world motorcycle championships in 1976 and 1977. He achieved
iconic status by being involved in some horrific crashes and was dubbed 'the bionic man' on account of the amount of metal used
to reconstruct his legs after a particularly bad accident. He later emigrated to Australia and became a leading commentator. He
died of cancer in 2003. For the first time Barry's widow, Stephanie, and family have agreed to open up their personal archive to
give an unprecedented insight into the two-time 500cc world champion. Via private photographs, memorabilia and letters, award-
winning Times journalist and author Rick Broadbent will tell the story of a remarkable man in unprecedented fashion. Rick
Broadbent will paint a portrait of one of the sport's most charismatic figures through the voices of the people who knew him best:
his family, his fellow competitors, teammates and the many legends who have admired him from a distance in the years since his
death. A celebrated motorcycle racing author, Rick Broadbent is perfectly placed to write Sheene's story and he will have exclusive
access to the family archives and photographs. Published to mark the 40th anniversary of his second world championship win, this
is the Barry Sheene story as told like never before by the people who knew him best. It delves deep into the family history to get
inside the helmet and under the skin of an all-time sporting great.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR PRIZE 'One of the most captivating boxing writers on
the planet' Barry McGuigan 'A superb tale...His inspirational story celebrates peace and reconciliation' Daily Telegraph Multi-award-
winning author Donald McRae's stunning new book is a powerful tale of hope and redemption across the sectarian divide in
Northern Ireland - thanks to boxing. At the height of the Troubles, Gerry Storey ran the Holy Family gym from the IRA's heartland
territory of New Lodge in Belfast. Despite coming from a family steeped in the Republican movement, he insisted that it would be
open to all. He ensured that his boxers were given a free pass by paramilitary forces on both Republican and Loyalist sides, so
they could find a way out of the province's desperate situation. In the immediate aftermath of the 1981 Hunger Strikes, Storey
would also visit the Maze prison twice a week to train the inmates from each community, separately. In itself, this would be a
heroic story, but Storey went further than that: he became the trainer for world champion Barry McGuigan and Olympian Hugh
Russell, who became one of the most famous photographers to document the Troubles. Even with all his success and the support
of both sides, Storey still found himself subjected to three bomb attacks from those who were implacably hostile to any form of
reconciliation. He also worked with the Protestant boxer Davy Larmour, who fought two bloody battles in the ring against Russell,
his Catholic friend. At the same time, in Derry, the British and European lightweight champion Charlie Nash fought without
bitterness after his brother was killed and his father was shot on Bloody Sunday - the most infamous day of the conflict. Now,
Donald McRae reveals the extraordinary tale of those troubled times. After years of research and intimate interviews with the key
characters in this story, he shows us how the violent business of boxing became a haven of peace and hope for these remarkable
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and compassionate men. In Sunshine or in Shadow is an inspirational story of triumph over adversity and celebrates the
reconciliation that can take place when two fighters meet each other in the ring, rather than outside it. '[An] outstanding and
important book, Don McRae's powerful storytelling shows the courage of the people of the North' Andy Lee
_______ The shocking, gripping autobiography from one of the UK's most infamous criminals and gang leaders, and one half of
the legendary Kray Twins, Reggie Kray. Reggie Kray is one of Britain's most notorious criminals. Together with his brother Ronnie,
he rose through the ranks of London's East End gangland to run an evil empire of vice and villainy. But, after half a lifetime behind
bars, Reg wants to set the record straight. Here, in his own words, is the true story of his life as one half of a criminal double act
with his brother Ronnie, the chilling career of two street-wise kids who became standard-bearers of violence - from fire-bombings
to shootings and cold-blooded murder. But here too is the inner voice of a one-time mobster who learned compassion through his
own struggle to come to terms with a life sentence.
This is the story of how a working class boy born into a family of 13 children grew up to revolutionise the world of betting and
bookmaking. William Hill beat the odds by starting out as a teenage, one-man band before going on to launch a fixed odds football
betting business that grew to a multi-million pound turnover before being almost taxed into extinction. Today, William Hill, whose
first London office was opened in 1934, and staffed by just William and one clerk, is a truly global bookmaker, with over 2,500
betting shops and employing nearly 20,000 people.
Shortlisted for the William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award The Sunday Times Sports Book of the Year The Times Sports Book
of the Year Telegraph Football Book of the Year 'Ferris's wonderful memoir represents a twin triumph. He has endured every kind
of setback in life but has invariably reinvented himself; and his writing is a pure pleasure.' The Sunday Times 'Enough depth and
humanity to make your average football autobiography look like a Ladybird book.' Telegraph 'A masterpiece of the genre' Brian
McNally 'Football memoirs rarely produce great literature but Ferris's The Boy on the Shed is a glistening exception.' Guardian
'Fascinating and stylishly told.' David Walsh, The Sunday Times The Boy on the Shed is a story of love and fate. At 16, Paul Ferris
becomes Newcastle United's youngest-ever first-teamer. Like many a tricky winger from Northern Ireland, he is hailed as 'the new
George Best'. As a player and later a physio and member of the Magpies' managerial team, Paul's career acquaints him not only
with Kevin Keegan, Kenny Dalglish and Bobby Robson, Ruud Gullit, Paul Gascoigne and Alan Shearer but also with injury,
insecurity and disappointment. Yet this autobiography is more than a tale of the vagaries of sporting fortune. It begins during 'The
Troubles' in a working-class Catholic family in the Protestant town of Lisburn, near Belfast. After a childhood scarred by his
mother's illness and sectarian hatred, Paul meets the love of his life, his future wife Geraldine. Talented and carefree on the pitch,
shy and anxious off it, he earns a tilt at stardom. His first spell at Newcastle turns sour, as does his return as a physio, although
obtaining a Masters degree shows him what he could achieve away from football. When Paul qualifies as a barrister, a career in
Law beckons. Instead, a craving to prove himself in the game draws him back to St James' Park as part of Shearer's management
triumvirate - with unfortunate consequences. Written with brutal candour, dark humour and consummate style, The Boy on the
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Shed is a riveting and moving account of a life less ordinary
Tony 10 was the online betting username of Tony O’Reilly, the postman who became front-page news in 2011 after he stole €1.75
million from An Post while he was a branch manager in Gorey. He used the money to fund a gambling addiction that began with a
bet of €1 and eventually rose to €10 million, leading to the loss of his job, his family, his home – and winning him a prison
sentence. From the heart-stopping moments in a hotel room in Cyprus with his wedding money riding on the Epsom Derby, to the
euphoria of winning half a million over a weekend, to the late goals and the horses falling at the last fence, Tony 10 is the story of
an ordinary man’s journey from normality to catastrophe. At times, he vowed to get out while he was ahead, only to be taken by
another surge of adrenaline, falling deeper and deeper into a compulsion that consumed his life. His disappearance on the
morning the fraud was discovered led to a surreal three days on the run in Northern Ireland, and ultimately his arrest, conviction
and sentencing to four years in jail. Tony 10 is the mesmerising story of the secret life of a pathological gambler – as well as the
most compelling account yet of the damage wrought by the online gambling industry.
'Football looked at in a very different way' Pat Nevin, former Chelsea and Everton star and football media analyst Football – the
most mathematical of sports. From shot statistics and league tables to the geometry of passing and managerial strategy, the
modern game is filled with numbers, patterns and shapes. How do we make sense of them? The answer lies in the mathematical
models applied in biology, physics and economics. Soccermatics brings football and mathematics together in a mind-bending
synthesis, using numbers to help reveal the inner workings of the beautiful game. This new and expanded edition analyses the
current big-name players and teams using mathematics, and meets the professionals working inside football who use numbers
and statistics to boost performance. Welcome to the world of mathematical modelling, expressed brilliantly by David Sumpter
through the prism of football. No matter who you follow – from your local non-league side to the big boys of the Premiership, La
Liga, the Bundesliga, Serie A or the MLS – you'll be amazed at what mathematics has to teach us about the world's favourite
sport.
Meet Eugene, the most portly of princes, and Kalvitas, the most courageous of chocolate makers. Theirs is a tale of cakes and
cowardice, bullies and battles, as they set out to defeat a terrifying tyrant. The characters are CURSED. The deserts are DEADLY.
And people are NOT always as they appear...
A saga of survival, technological innovation, and breathtaking human physical achievement -- all set against the backdrop of a world headed
toward war -- that became one of the most compelling international dramas of the 20th century. While tension steadily rose between
European powers in the 1930s, a different kind of battle was raging across the Himalayas. Contingents from Great Britain, Nazi Germany,
and the United States had set up rival camps at the base of the mountains, all hoping to become recognized as the fastest, strongest, and
bravest climbers in the world. Carried on across nearly the entire sweep of the Himalayas, this contest involved not only the greatest
mountain climbers of the era, but statesmen and millionaires, world-class athletes and bona fide eccentrics, scientists and generals, obscure
villagers and national heroes. Centered in the 1930s, with one brief, shining postwar coda, the contest was a struggle between hidebound
traditionalists and unknown innovators, one that featured new techniques and equipment, unbelievable courage and physical achievement,
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and unparalleled valor. And death. One Himalayan peak alone, Nanga Parbat in Kashmir, claimed twenty-five lives in less than three years.
Climbing the Himalayas was the Greatest Generation's moonshot -- one shrouded in the onset of war, interrupted by it, and then fully
accomplished. A gritty, fascinating history sure to enrapture fans of Hampton Sides, Jon Krakauer, and Laura Hillenbrand, The World
Beneath Their Feet brings this forgotten story back to life.
'Paul Chaloner is a living legend in the esports space.' - Jason Lake, founder and CEO of the esports team Complexity Gaming 'Terrific
stories and insights from the inside.' - T.L. Taylor, professor of Comparative Media Studies From slapping coins down on arcade cabinets to
the lights of Madison Square Garden, competitive video gaming has come a long way. Today, esports is a billion-dollar industry, the best
players becoming stars in their own right, battling for eight-figure prizes in front of a global audience of tens of millions. From Call of Duty to
Counter-Strike, FIFA to Fortnite, a generation of players have turned multiplayer video games from a pastime into a profession. But there are
questions. How did we get here? What exactly is competitive gaming – is it a sport? How much money do the top stars make? Do you really
have to retire at 23? And just what the hell is Dota? This is esports (and How to Spell it) addresses all of this and more, as award-winning
broadcaster Paul 'Redeye' Chaloner takes you inside the unstoppable rise of pro gaming to reveal the bitter rivalries, scandals and untold
history of esports, from origins to sold-out arenas. With his trademark wit – and unrivalled access – Paul delivers the definitive book on the
fastest-growing entertainment phenomenon in the world today.
**SHORTLISTED FOR THE WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR 2017**Coping with your own death, when you are not yet dead,
is a strange thing...A natural on a horse since he was able to walk, and imbued with a pure love of riding, Declan Murphy became one of the
most brilliant jockeys of his generation before his world came crashing down at the final hurdle of a race at Haydock Park. His skull shattered
in twelve places, he was believed to be dead, the last rites were read and the Racing Postprepared his obituary. Miraculously, and the word is
not used lightly, he survived and defied medical thinking in recovering to the extent that eighteen months after his fall, he was able to saddle
up for one more race. As usual, he won.For 23 years, Declan has been unable to tell his story, to bring to words existence on the frontier
between life and death, to describe the incredible bond between man and horse. But now, in an extraordinary collaboration with Ami Rao, she
has helped him find those words, a way to piece together what happened before, during and after, what it all meant and what it means to us
all. It is a story of triumph, fear, love and loss, by turns primal, heartbreaking and inspirational, and ultimately, it is the story of hope, and of
life.
WINNER OF THE 1996 WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR PRIZE. In the early 1990s, Donald McRae set out to discover the
truth about the intense and forbidding world of professional boxing. Travelling around the States and Britain, he was welcomed into the inner
sanctums of some of the greatest fighters of the period - men such as Mike Tyson, Chris Eubank, Oscar de la Hoya, Frank Bruno, Evander
Holyfield and Naseem Hamed among them. They opened up to him, revealing unforgettable personal stories from both inside and outside the
ring, and explaining why it is that some are driven to compete in this most brutal of sports, risking their health and even their lives. The result
is a classic account of boxing that remains as fresh and entertaining as when it was first published almost 20 years ago. McRae approaches
his subjects with wit, compassion and insight, and the result was a book that was a deserved winner of the William Hill Sports Book of the
Year prize.
William HillThe Man and the BusinessRacing Post
The first book in the gruesomely funny Tales from Schwartzgarten series. Meet Osbert Brinkhoff, the unlikeliest of avengers. His is a tale of
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dark delights and ghastly goings-on, of injustice and revenge. The villains are vicious. The settings are sinister. And good does NOT always
prevail... If you prefer cleavers to kittens and fiends to fairies...then welcome to the GRUESOMELY FUNNY Tales from Schwartzgarten.
-Osbert the Avenger is the first in a thrilling series of four books, all set in the fictional city of Schwartzgarten -With shades of Lemony Snicket
and Roald Dahl, the Tales from Schwartzgarten are as hilarious as they are dark -This brilliantly woven mock-gothic tale has huge child
appeal
This is the story of how a working class boy born into a family of 13 children in pre-World War I Birmingham grew up to revolutionize the world
of betting and bookmaking. William Hill beat the odds by starting out as a teenage one-man band, making the rounds of Birmingham's
factories, pubs, and clubs on his secondhand motorbike taking penny, tuppence, and tanner bets. He went on to launch a fixed odds soccer
betting business which took a total of £6 18/6d in its first week, but grew to a multi-million pound turnover before being almost taxed into
extinction. However, today, William Hill, whose first London office was opened in 1934, and staffed by just William and one clerk, is a truly
global bookmaker, with offices in nine countries; operating across 19 time zones, it is a FTSE 100 company, has over 2,500 betting shops
and employs nearly 20,000 people.
The Game of Our Lives is a masterly portrait of soccer and contemporary Britain. Soccer in the United Kingdom has evolved from a jaded,
working-class tradition to a sport at the heart of popular culture, from an economic mess to a booming entertainment industry that has
conquered the world. The changes in the game, David Goldblatt shows, uncannily mirror the evolution of British society. In the 1980s, soccer
was described as a slum game played by slum people in slum stadiums. Such was the transformation over the following twenty-five years
that novelists, politicians, poets, and bankers were all declaring their footballing loyalties. At one point, the Palace let it be known that the
queen -- like her mother, Prince Harry, the chief rabbi, and the archbishop of Canterbury -- was an Arsenal fan. Soccer permeated the
national life like little else, an atavistic survivor decked out in New Britain flash, a social democratic game in a cutthroat, profit-driven world.
From the goals, to the players, to the managers, to the money, Goldblatt describes how the English Premier League (EPL) was forged in
Margaret Thatcher's Britain by an alliance of the big clubs -- Arsenal, Liverpool, Manchester United, Chelsea, Tottenham Hotspur -- the
Football Association, and Rupert Murdoch's Sky TV. Goldblatt argues that no social phenomenon traces the momentous economic, social,
and political changes of post-Thatcherite Britain in a more illuminating manner than soccer, and The Game of Our Lives provides the
definitive social history of the EPL -- the most popular soccer league in the world.
When a career-ending injury saw former Ireland and Millwall striker Richie Sadlier retire from football at age 24, his life spiralled out of control.
Without structure or a sense of purpose, and fuelled by a dependency on alcohol, he spent years running from the dark memories and
feelings that had haunted him since childhood. Until one day he hit rock bottom and decided to confront his demons. Recovering written with
Dion Fanning is about a life shaped by efforts to escape, and how it is possible to rebuild that life, piece by piece, with the right help. Inspiring
and ground-breaking, it is an important reflection on the need to move away from perceptions of shame in our discussions about mental
health, sex, relationships and addiction.
Self-made Andrew Trevayne jeopardizes himself and his family when he agrees to uncover the force that controls the United States
government.
Description WINNER OF THE WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR 2017 Tom Simpson is British cycling's greatest icon. Fifty
years after he conquered the continental sporting scene, he still captivates people around the world. After his dramatic death on Mont
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Ventoux during the 1967 Tour de France, amphetamines and alcohol were found in his system, a fact which often dwarfs his pioneering
achievements. From a humble upbringing in a Nottinghamshire mining town, Simpson became the first Briton to win the elite men's World
Championships and to wear the Tour de France's yellow jersey. He also took victory at Milan Sanremo, the Tour of Flanders and the Tour of
Lombardy, three of cycling's most prestigious races. A charismatic and impulsive character, Simpson lived life fast, with a penchant for
spectacular racing, sports cars and fanciful dreams. This man of contradictions was both people's champion and pariah, gentleman and
rogue. Guided by rare photography of Simpson, this book explores the Briton's feats and complexities through untold stories from those
closest to him. Main protagonists and interviews: Jan Janssen, Raymond Poulidor, Gianni Motta, Barry Hoban, Emile Daems, Brian
Robinson, Vin Denson, Helen Hoban, Joanne Simpson, Henri Duez, Charly Wegelius, Dave Bonner, Billy Holmes, Keith Butler, Pete Ryalls
and Professor Greg Whyte OBE.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2015 WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR PRIZE. 'I kill a man and most people forgive me. However, I
love a man and many say this makes me an evil person.' On 24 March 1962, when Emile Griffith stepped into the ring in Madison Square
Garden to defend his world title against Benny Paret, he was filled with rage. During their weigh-in, the Cuban challenger had denounced
Griffith as a 'faggot' and minced towards him. In the macho world of boxing, where fighters know they are engaged in the hurt game, there
could be no greater insult. At that time, it was illegal for people of the same gender to have sex, or even for a bar to knowingly serve a drink to
a gay person. It was an insinuation that could have had dangerous consequences for Griffith - especially as it was true. In the fight that
followed, Griffith pounded Paret into unconsciousness, and the Cuban would die soon after, leaving Griffith haunted by what he had done.
Despite this, he went on to fight more world championship rounds than any other fighter in history in a career that lasted for almost 20 years.
In Donald McRae's first sports book in more than a decade, he weaves a compelling tale of triumph over prejudice - Griffith was black, so
doubly damned by contemporary society, but refused to cower away as society wished. A Man's World is a classic piece of sports writing.
The full story of the man who brought unprecedented – and since unmatched – success to Liverpool FC Bob Paisley was the quiet man in the
flat cap who swept all domestic and European opposition aside and produced arguably the greatest club team that Britain has ever known.
The man whose Liverpool team won trophies at a rate-per-season that dwarfs Sir Alex Ferguson's achievements at Manchester United and
who remains the only Briton to lead a team to three European Cups. From Wembley to Rome, Manchester to Madrid, Paisley's team was the
one no one could touch. Working in a city which was on its knees, in deep post-industrial decline, still tainted by the 1981 Toxteth riots and in
a state of open warfare with Margaret Thatcher, he delivered a golden era – never re-attained since – which made the city of Liverpool
synonymous with success and won them supporters the world over. Yet, thirty years since Paisley died, the life and times of this shrewd,
intelligent, visionary, modest football man have still never been fully explored and explained. Based on in-depth interviews with Paisley's
family and many of the players whom he led to an extraordinary haul of honours between 1974 and 1983, Quiet Genius is the first biography
to examine in depth the secrets of Paisley's success. It inspects his man-management strategies, his extraordinary eye for a good player, his
uncanny ability to diagnose injuries in his own players and the opposition, and the wicked sense of humour which endeared him to so many.
It explores the North-East mining community roots which he cherished, and considers his visionary outlook on the way the game would
develop. Quiet Genius is the story of how one modest man accomplished more than any other football manager, found his attributes largely
unrecorded and undervalued and, in keeping with the gentler ways of his generation, did not seem to mind. It reveals an individual who
seemed out of keeping with the brash, celebrity sport football was becoming, and who succeeded on his own terms. Three decades on from
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his death, it is a football story that demands to be told.
A collection of short stories centering around daily life in West Virginia brings out the emotion, humor, and reality of the people in Appalachia.
“The holy grail for disillusioned cycling fans . . . The book’s power is in the collective details, all strung together in a story that is told with
such clear-eyed conviction that you never doubt its veracity. . . . The Secret Race isn’t just a game changer for the Lance Armstrong myth.
It’s the game ender.”—Outside NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR
AWARD The Secret Race is the book that rocked the world of professional cycling—and exposed, at long last, the doping culture surrounding
the sport and its most iconic rider, Lance Armstrong. Former Olympic gold medalist Tyler Hamilton was once one of the world’s top-ranked
cyclists—and a member of Lance Armstrong’s inner circle. Over the course of two years, New York Times bestselling author Daniel Coyle
conducted more than two hundred hours of interviews with Hamilton and spoke with numerous teammates, rivals, and friends. The result is
an explosive page-turner of a book that takes us deep inside a shadowy, fascinating, and surreal world of unscrupulous doctors, anything-
goes team directors, and athletes so relentlessly driven to win that they would do almost anything to gain an edge. For the first time, Hamilton
recounts his own battle with depression and tells the story of his complicated relationship with Lance Armstrong. This edition features a new
Afterword, in which the authors reflect on the developments within the sport, and involving Armstrong, over the past year. The Secret Race is
a courageous, groundbreaking act of witness from a man who is as determined to reveal the hard truth about his sport as he once was to win
the Tour de France. With a new Afterword by the authors. “Loaded with bombshells and revelations.”—VeloNews “[An] often harrowing story .
. . the broadest, most accessible look at cycling’s drug problems to date.”—The New York Times “ ‘If I cheated, how did I get away with it?’
That question, posed to SI by Lance Armstrong five years ago, has never been answered more definitively than it is in Tyler Hamilton’s new
book.”—Sports Illustrated “Explosive.”—The Daily Telegraph (London)
The optimistic vision of a “Europe whole and free” after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 has given way to disillusionment, bitterness, and
renewed hostility between Russia and the West. In No Place for Russia, William H. Hill traces the development of the post–Cold War
European security order to explain today’s tensions, showing how attempts to integrate Russia into a unified Euro-Atlantic security order
were gradually overshadowed by the domination of NATO and the EU—at Russia’s expense. Hill argues that the redivision of Europe has
been largely unintended and not the result of any single decision or action. Instead, the current situation is the cumulative result of many
decisions—reasonably made at the time—that gradually produced the current security architecture and led to mutual mistrust. Hill analyzes the
United States’ decision to remain in Europe after the Cold War, the emergence of Germany as a major power on the continent, and the
transformation of Russia into a nation-state, placing major weight on NATO’s evolution from an alliance dedicated primarily to static collective
territorial defense into a security organization with global ambitions and capabilities. Closing with Russia’s annexation of Crimea and war in
eastern Ukraine, No Place for Russia argues that the post–Cold War security order in Europe has been irrevocably shattered, to be replaced
by a new and as-yet-undefined order.
***Winner of the William Hill Sports Book of the Year, 2020 - the inside story of the Russian doping programme by the man behind
it all*** One of the Financial Times's 'Fifty people who shaped the decade' 'The biggest sports scandal the world has ever seen' In
2015, Russia's Anti-Doping Centre was suspended by the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) following revelations of an elaborate
state-sponsored doping programme at the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics. Involving a nearly undetectable steroid delivery system
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known as 'Duchesse cocktail', tampering and switching of urine samples, and a complex state-sanctioned cover-up, the
programme was masterminded by Grigory Rodchenkov. The Rodchenkov Affair tells the full, unadulterated story that was first
glimpsed in Bryan Fogel's award-winning documentary and still continues to captivate and shock the world. Charting the author's
childhood growing up under the Iron Curtain, his first encounter with doping as a 22-year-old student athlete at Moscow State
University, and his subsequent career working for the Soviet Olympic Committee, this breathtakingly candid journey reveals a
rigged system of flawed individuals, brazen deceit and impossible moral choices.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE WILLIAM HILL PRIZE CROSS SPORTS BOOK AWARDS BIOGRAPHY OF THE YEAR 'Engage!' was
the last word Matt Hampson heard before dislocating his neck while in rugby training with other young England hopefuls. On a
cold, grey, overcast day in 2005, the cream of young English rugby gathered at a Northampton training ground. Matt Hampson,
'Hambo' to his mates, was one of them. He had dreamt of playing rugby for England ever since he had picked up a rugby ball at
school. His skill, conviction and dedication had brought him to the cusp of realising that dream, in an England U21 team that
included Olly Morgan, Toby Flood, Ben Foden and James Haskell. But as the two sets of forwards engaged for a scrum on the
training field, the scrum collapsed and Matt, who played tight-head prop, took the full force of two opposing sides. In that moment
his life changed forever. Paul Kimmage went to visit Matt as he recuperated, and wrote a piece for the Sunday Times which won
him his third successive SJA sports interviewer of the year award. They struck up a friendship and here, Paul tells Matt's whole
story, in all its intimate detail. From the build-up to the dreadful day, to Matt's recuperation, to his struggle to adjust to normal life
again, to his family and friends, to other tragic incidents on the rugby field, to the response of the RFU, this is a story of terrible
sadness yet unadorned triumph and joy, of anger yet of reconciliation and peace . . . of a boy who became a man.
A brilliant memoir from the beloved, bestselling author of Funny Girl, High Fidelity and About A Boy. In America, it is soccer. But in
Great Britain, it is the real football. No pads, no prayers, no prisoners. And that’s before the players even take the field. Nick
Hornby has been a football fan since the moment he was conceived. Call it predestiny. Or call it preschool. Fever Pitch is his
tribute to a lifelong obsession. Part autobiography, part comedy, part incisive analysis of insanity, Hornby’s award-winning memoir
captures the fever pitch of fandom—its agony and ecstasy, its community, its defining role in thousands of young men’s coming-of-
age stories. Fever Pitch is one for the home team. But above all, it is one for everyone who knows what it really means to have a
losing season.
Arising from the underwater depths, an ancient evil, armed with new power and an unquenchable thirst, awakens and vows to
seek vengeance on the human race for trapping the vampires in a watery grave. Reissue.
*Winner of the William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award 2014* ‘The Pies beat the Saints and the city of Melbourne was still
cloaked in black and white crepe paper when the rumour of a pack rape by celebrating footballers began to surface. By morning,
the head of the sexual crimes squad confirmed to journalists that they were preparing to question two players ... And so, as police
were confiscating bed sheets from a townhouse in South Melbourne, the trial by media began.’ What does a young footballer do
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to cut loose? At night, some play what they think of as pranks, or games. Night games with women. Sometimes these involve
consensual sex, but sometimes they don’t, and sometimes they fall into a grey area. In Night Games, Anna Krien follows the trial
of a young footballer. Fearlessly and without prejudice, she shines a light into the darkest recesses of sports culture.
Jamie Carpenter's father is dead, his mother is missing, and he was just rescued by an enormous creature named Frankenstein.
Now Jamie is pulled into a secret organization responsible for policing the supernatural, founded more than a century ago by
Abraham Van Helsing. . . . Department Nineteen takes us through history, across Europe, and beyond - from the cobbled streets
of Victorian London to prohibition-era New York, from the icy wastes of Arctic Russia to the treacherous mountains of
Transylvania. Part modern thriller, part classic horror, it's packed with mystery, mayhem, and a level of suspense that makes a
Darren Shan novel look like a romantic comedy.
WINNER OF THE BANCROFT PRIZEA New York Times Book Review and Atlantic Monthly Editors' ChoiceThomas Jefferson
denied that whites and freed blacks could live together in harmony. His cousin, Richard Randolph, not only disagreed, but made it
possible for ninety African Americans to prove Jefferson wrong. Israel on the Appomattox tells the story of these liberated blacks
and the community they formed, called Israel Hill, in Prince Edward County, Virginia. There, ex-slaves established farms,
navigated the Appomattox River, and became entrepreneurs. Free blacks and whites did business with one another, sued each
other, worked side by side for equal wages, joined forces to found a Baptist congregation, moved west together, and occasionally
settled down as man and wife. Slavery cast its grim shadow, even over the lives of the free, yet on Israel Hill we discover a moving
story of hardship and hope that defies our expectations of the Old South.
The audacious and inspired history of horse racing told through the bloodline of twenty-five exceptional Arabian steeds. In 1704 a
bankrupt English merchant sent home the colt he had bought from Bedouin tribesmen near the ruins of Palmyra. Thomas Darley
hoped this horse might be the ticket to a new life back in Yorkshire. But he turned out to be far more than that, and although Mr.
Darley's Arabian never ran a race, 95% of all thoroughbreds in the world today are descended from him. In this book, for the first
time, award-winning racing writer Christopher McGrath traces this extraordinary bloodline through twenty-five generations to our
greatest modern racehorse, Frankel. The story of racing is about man's relationship with horses, and Mr. Darley's Arabian also
celebrates the men and women who owned, trained and traded the stallions that extended the dynasty. The great Eclipse, for
instance, was bred by the Duke who foiled Bonnie Prince Charlie's invasion (with militia gathered from Wakefield races) and went
on to lead the Jockey Club. But he only became a success once bought and raced by a card-sharp and brothel-keeper - the
racecourse has always brought high and low life together. McGrath expertly guides us through three centuries of scandals,
adventures and fortunes won and lost: our sporting life offers a fascinating view into our history. With a canvas that extends from
the diamond mines of South Africa to the trenches of the Great War, and a cast ranging from Smithfield meat salesmen to the
inspiration for Mr Toad, and from legendary jockeys to not one, but two disreputable Princes of Wales (and a very unamused
Queen Victoria), Mr. Darley's Arabian shows us the many faces of the sport of kings.
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WINNER OF THE WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR WINNER OF THE BRITISH SPORTS BOOK AWARDS FOOTBALL
BOOK OF THE YEAR Why does an international footballer with the world at his feet decide to take his own life? On 10 November 2009 the
German national goalkeeper, Robert Enke, stepped in front of a passing train. He was thirty-two years old and a devoted husband and father.
Enke had played for a string of Europe's top clubs, including Barcelona and Jose Mourinho's Benfica and was destined to become his
country's first choice in goal for years to come. But beneath the veneer of success, Enke battled with crippling depression. Award-winning
writer Ronald Reng pieces together the puzzle of his friend's life, shedding valuable light on the crushing pressures endured by professional
sportsmen and on life at the top clubs. At its heart, Enke's tragedy is a universal story of a man struggling against his demons. ‘It should be
on every British football fan's reading list’ Metro
The definitive guide to the modern world of competitive gaming and the official history of Esports™. Almost overnight, esports—or competitive
video games—have exploded into the largest entertainment and sporting phenomenon in human history. The Book of Esports answers: What
exactly are esports, and how did they become so popular so quickly? Why did blockbuster video games like League of Legends, Fortnite and
Starcraft succeed? Where exactly is all this video gaming headed? What do gamers and college students need to know to position
themselves for success in the industry? How do you create a billion-dollar esports business? What strategic choices drive success in the
modern gaming industry? Can video games really get your kid into college? (All expenses paid, of course...) Whether you are a lifelong
gamer, a curious Fortnite parent, or a businessperson seeking to understand the marketing opportunities of this multibillion-dollar
phenomenon, The Book of Esports charts the rise of this exciting new industry, for the first time ever crafting a comprehensive overview of
esports and its implications for human competition—and even the future of humanity itself. Gaming luminary and Harvard MBA William Collis
has painstakingly translated esports’ mysteries into a detailed and accessible testament for today. Featuring select interviews from the
biggest names in the industry, The Book of Esportsweaves tales of trust, betrayal, and superhuman reflexes into predictive frameworks,
explaining exactly why our industry looks the way it does, and how all this growth—and more—is inevitable as the divide between man and
machine blurs into oblivion.
Take a luxury resort, add a little bit of romance, a murder, some human suspects, a bunch of ghosts and you have the makings of California
Ghosting.
In 1914, Joe Hill was convicted of murder in Utah and sentenced to death by firing squad, igniting international controversy. Many believed
Hill was innocent, condemned for his association with the Industrial Workers of the World-the radical Wobblies. Now, following four years of
intensive investigation, William M. Adler gives us the first full-scale biography of Joe Hill, and presents never before published documentary
evidence that comes as close as one can to definitively exonerating him. Joe Hill's gripping tale is set against a brief but electrifying moment
in American history, between the century's turn and World War I, when the call for industrial unionism struck a deep chord among
disenfranchised workers; when class warfare raged and capitalism was on the run. Hill was the union's preeminent songwriter, and in death,
he became organized labor's most venerated martyr, celebrated by Woody Guthrie and Bob Dylan, and immortalized in the ballad "I Dreamed
I Saw Joe Hill Last Night." The Man Who Never Died does justice to Joe Hill's extraordinary life and its controversial end. Drawing on
extensive new evidence, Adler deconstructs the case against his subject and argues convincingly for the guilt of another man. Reading like a
murder mystery, and set against the background of the raw, turn-of-the-century West, this essential American story will make news and
expose the roots of critical contemporary issues.
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Patrice des Moutis was a handsome, charming and well educated Frenchman with an aristocratic family, a respectable insurance business,
and a warm welcome in the smartest Parisian salons. He was also a compulsive gambler and illegal bookie. Between the late 1950s and the
early 1970s, des Moutis made a daring attempt to beat the French state-run betting system. With a genius for mathematics and a deep love
and understanding of the horse-racing world – not to mention excellent relationships with all the top trainers and jockeys – he applied himself
to his task with vigour and meticulous research. A series of spectacular coups netted him (and his friends, with whom he generously shared
his predictions) the equivalent of millions of pounds, and soon saw him nicknamed Monsieur X and hailed as a hero by a public desperate to
see someone get one over on the state. Des Moutis' success so alarmed the authorities that they repeatedly changed the rules of betting in
an effort to stop him. And so a battle of wills began, all played out on the front pages of the daily newspapers as the general public willed des
Moutis on to ever greater successes. He remained one step ahead of the authorities until finally the government criminalised his activities,
driving him into the arms of the underworld. Eventually the net began to close, high-profile characters found themselves the target of the
state's investigation, and people began turning up dead. This long-running cat and mouse game – with the law on one side and des Moutis
and the gangsters on the other – is a dazzling tale of glamour, riches, violence and ultimately tragedy.
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